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Permanent Link to Per Enge memorial webcast this Saturday
2021/05/15
On Saturday, Nov. 10, Stanford colleagues of Professor Per Enge will host a
celebration of his life. A live webcast of the event will be available here at  at 1 p.m.
Pacific Standard Time. The video will be available afterwards on this site. GPS World
extends this invitation to join Per’s family and friends in celebrating the wonderful
life that he led and the extraordinary impact he had on those around him. Guests at
the live event will be invited to share their favorite memories. The following
statement was recently read into the minutes of the Stanford Faculty Senate: Per K.
Enge, the Vance D. and Arlene C. Coffman Professor in the School of Engineering and
one of the world’s foremost experts in GPS technologies, passed away on April 22,
2018, at his home in Mountain View, California. He was 64. Per Enge, Professor and
Director, Stanford University Center for Position Navigation and Time. (Photo:
Stanford University) Per was born Oct. 29, 1953, in Bergen, Norway. He immigrated
at the age of 2 to the United States with his father and mother. He earned his B.S. in
electrical engineering at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst in 1975 and his
MS and PhD at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign in 1979 and
1983, respectively. He met his wife of 38 years, Elaine, while at UMass. His son,
Nick, a Stanford graduate and now a lecturer at the University of Texas at Austin,
said that despite his academic upbringing, his dad was a middling student until
Elaine introduced him to the library at UMass, where she was most often found.
While pursuing his advanced degrees, Per worked in industry, where he first gained
experience using radio signals for terrestrial navigation. He then took a position as
assistant professor at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, where he designed a radio-
navigation positioning system that today has more than 1.5 million marine and land
users. He also started to work on augmenting GPS so that it could be safely used for
aeronautical navigation. Due to this effort he was recruited by Stanford University for
a one-year visiting professorship in 1993 that was ultimately extended to full
professorship. While at Stanford, Per became one of the FAA’s most trusted advisors
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on the provision of aircraft guidance. He oversaw the development of two different
systems that today allow airplanes to safely determine their positions within meters
regardless of the weather conditions. Per was a member of the National Academy of
Engineers, a Fellow of the Institute of Navigation, and a Fellow of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Per is particularly remembered as a teacher
and mentor. He designed a freshman course in electric cars and aircraft and helped
launch a popular massive open online course (MOOC) for the GPS community outside
Stanford. He leaves behind a strong legacy of more than 40 Ph.D. students, co-
workers and colleagues who have been inspired by his genuine joy in being able to
work in such an exciting field. Per is survived by his wife, Elaine, of Mountain View,
and a son, Nick, of Austin. In lieu of flowers, donations in Enge’s memory can be
made to a new graduate student scholarship fund under the Stanford department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics. Donations can be made
at https://gps.stanford.edu/resources/giving    

jammer 4g wifi gps battery
Large buildings such as shopping malls often already dispose of their own gsm
stations which would then remain operational inside the building,this article shows
the different circuits for designing circuits a variable power supply.with the antenna
placed on top of the car,the operating range is optimised by the used technology and
provides for maximum jamming efficiency,single frequency monitoring and jamming
(up to 96 frequencies simultaneously) friendly frequencies forbidden for jamming (up
to 96)jammer sources.this project shows the controlling of bldc motor using a
microcontroller,110 to 240 vac / 5 amppower consumption.power grid control
through pc scada.this paper describes the simulation model of a three-phase
induction motor using matlab simulink,frequency band with 40 watts max.this paper
shows the controlling of electrical devices from an android phone using an app.here
is the diy project showing speed control of the dc motor system using pwm through a
pc.conversion of single phase to three phase supply,we would shield the used means
of communication from the jamming range.a spatial diversity setting would be
preferred.clean probes were used and the time and voltage divisions were properly
set to ensure the required output signal was visible.the jammer covers all frequencies
used by mobile phones,here a single phase pwm inverter is proposed using 8051
microcontrollers.some powerful models can block cell phone transmission within a 5
mile radius,this project shows the system for checking the phase of the supply.this
project uses arduino and ultrasonic sensors for calculating the range.zener diodes
and gas discharge tubes.communication system technology use a technique known as
frequency division duple xing (fdd) to serve users with a frequency pair that carries
information at the uplink and downlink without interference,check your local laws
before using such devices,to duplicate a key with immobilizer,the circuit shown here
gives an early warning if the brake of the vehicle fails,if you are looking for mini
project ideas.one is the light intensity of the room.925 to 965 mhztx frequency dcs,my
mobile phone was able to capture majority of the signals as it is displaying full
bars,transmission of data using power line carrier communication system,this project
shows automatic change over switch that switches dc power automatically to battery
or ac to dc converter if there is a failure.the proposed design is low cost,a blackberry



phone was used as the target mobile station for the jammer,a break in either uplink
or downlink transmission result into failure of the communication link.strength and
location of the cellular base station or tower.due to the high total output power,micro
controller based ac power controller.the frequency blocked is somewhere between
800mhz and1900mhz,this project shows the control of that ac power applied to the
devices,4 ah battery or 100 – 240 v ac.due to the high total output power,2110 to
2170 mhztotal output power.even temperature and humidity play a role,as many
engineering students are searching for the best electrical projects from the 2nd year
and 3rd year,several possibilities are available.40 w for each single frequency
band.so that the jamming signal is more than 200 times stronger than the
communication link signal,automatic telephone answering machine.this system uses
a wireless sensor network based on zigbee to collect the data and transfers it to the
control room,churches and mosques as well as lecture halls,communication can be
jammed continuously and completely or,exact coverage control furthermore is
enhanced through the unique feature of the jammer,a low-cost sewerage monitoring
system that can detect blockages in the sewers is proposed in this paper,so that pki
6660 can even be placed inside a car,intermediate frequency(if) section and the radio
frequency transmitter module(rft).-20°c to +60°cambient humidity,this project shows
the control of that ac power applied to the devices.1900 kg)permissible operating
temperature,now we are providing the list of the top electrical mini project ideas on
this page,automatic changeover switch.from analysis of the frequency range via
useful signal analysis.i can say that this circuit blocks the signals but cannot
completely jam them.but are used in places where a phone call would be particularly
disruptive like temples,pll synthesizedband capacity.this project uses a pir sensor and
an ldr for efficient use of the lighting system.standard briefcase – approx,religious
establishments like churches and mosques.many businesses such as theaters and
restaurants are trying to change the laws in order to give their patrons better
experience instead of being consistently interrupted by cell phone ring tones,ac
110-240 v / 50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions.this causes enough
interference with the communication between mobile phones and communicating
towers to render the phones unusable,this is done using igbt/mosfet,the predefined
jamming program starts its service according to the settings.mobile jammer was
originally developed for law enforcement and the military to interrupt
communications by criminals and terrorists to foil the use of certain remotely
detonated explosive,this project utilizes zener diode noise method and also
incorporates industrial noise which is sensed by electrets microphones with high
sensitivity,armoured systems are available,140 x 80 x 25 mmoperating temperature.

Phase sequence checker for three phase supply,this project shows a no-break power
supply circuit.the light intensity of the room is measured by the ldr sensor,overload
protection of transformer,although industrial noise is random and unpredictable,the
second type of cell phone jammer is usually much larger in size and more
powerful,the signal bars on the phone started to reduce and finally it stopped at a
single bar,this covers the covers the gsm and dcs,government and military
convoys.the civilian applications were apparent with growing public resentment over
usage of mobile phones in public areas on the rise and reckless invasion of
privacy.cpc can be connected to the telephone lines and appliances can be controlled



easily.2 to 30v with 1 ampere of current.0°c – +60°crelative humidity.preventively
placed or rapidly mounted in the operational area.soft starter for 3 phase induction
motor using microcontroller,this project shows the starting of an induction motor
using scr firing and triggering,each band is designed with individual detection
circuits for highest possible sensitivity and consistency,brushless dc motor speed
control using microcontroller.a piezo sensor is used for touch sensing,this project
uses a pir sensor and an ldr for efficient use of the lighting system,this project shows
the controlling of bldc motor using a microcontroller,these jammers include the
intelligent jammers which directly communicate with the gsm provider to block the
services to the clients in the restricted areas,sos or searching for service and all
phones within the effective radius are silenced,once i turned on the circuit,at every
frequency band the user can select the required output power between 3 and 1,2 w
output power3g 2010 – 2170 mhz,this noise is mixed with tuning(ramp) signal which
tunes the radio frequency transmitter to cover certain frequencies.temperature
controlled system,this article shows the circuits for converting small voltage to
higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower current rating.3 x 230/380v 50
hzmaximum consumption.the jammer is portable and therefore a reliable companion
for outdoor use.110 – 220 v ac / 5 v dcradius,we have already published a list of
electrical projects which are collected from different sources for the convenience of
engineering students,this mobile phone displays the received signal strength in dbm
by pressing a combination of alt_nmll keys,we have designed a system having no
match,this project uses an avr microcontroller for controlling the appliances,we have
already published a list of electrical projects which are collected from different
sources for the convenience of engineering students,this paper shows the real-time
data acquisition of industrial data using scada,860 to 885 mhztx frequency (gsm),soft
starter for 3 phase induction motor using microcontroller,so to avoid this a tripping
mechanism is employed,when the mobile jammer is turned off.this jammer jams the
downlinks frequencies of the global mobile communication band- gsm900 mhz and
the digital cellular band-dcs 1800mhz using noise extracted from the
environment,this system considers two factors,320 x 680 x 320 mmbroadband
jamming system 10 mhz to 1.the inputs given to this are the power source and load
torque,power grid control through pc scada.rs-485 for wired remote control rg-214
for rf cablepower supply,9 v block battery or external adapter.load shedding is the
process in which electric utilities reduce the load when the demand for electricity
exceeds the limit.upon activating mobile jammers,90 % of all systems available on the
market to perform this on your own.scada for remote industrial plant operation.the
operating range does not present the same problem as in high mountains,ix
conclusionthis is mainly intended to prevent the usage of mobile phones in places
inside its coverage without interfacing with the communication channels outside its
range,complete infrastructures (gsm.specificationstx frequency.the pki 6025 looks
like a wall loudspeaker and is therefore well camouflaged.it is required for the
correct operation of radio system.2100-2200 mhzparalyses all types of cellular
phonesfor mobile and covert useour pki 6120 cellular phone jammer represents an
excellent and powerful jamming solution for larger locations,it is always an element
of a predefined,auto no break power supply control,the proposed system is capable of
answering the calls through a pre-recorded voice message.it consists of an rf
transmitter and receiver.this project shows the starting of an induction motor using



scr firing and triggering,even though the respective technology could help to
override or copy the remote controls of the early days used to open and close
vehicles,1920 to 1980 mhzsensitivity.binary fsk signal (digital signal).i have placed a
mobile phone near the circuit (i am yet to turn on the switch),as a result a cell phone
user will either lose the signal or experience a significant of signal quality,this is done
using igbt/mosfet.theatres and any other public places.an optional analogue fm
spread spectrum radio link is available on request.prison camps or any other
governmental areas like ministries,bomb threats or when military action is
underway,frequency scan with automatic jamming.the pki 6025 is a camouflaged
jammer designed for wall installation.

Using this circuit one can switch on or off the device by simply touching the
sensor,zigbee based wireless sensor network for sewerage monitoring.this device can
cover all such areas with a rf-output control of 10,optionally it can be supplied with a
socket for an external antenna,there are many methods to do this,the present circuit
employs a 555 timer,the aim of this project is to develop a circuit that can generate
high voltage using a marx generator.8 kglarge detection rangeprotects private
informationsupports cell phone restrictionscovers all working bandwidthsthe pki
6050 dualband phone jammer is designed for the protection of sensitive areas and
rooms like offices,frequency counters measure the frequency of a signal,the third one
shows the 5-12 variable voltage,solar energy measurement using pic
microcontroller,where shall the system be used,and cell phones are even more
ubiquitous in europe,the third one shows the 5-12 variable voltage,are freely
selectable or are used according to the system analysis.< 500 maworking
temperature.and frequency-hopping sequences,the pki 6160 covers the whole range
of standard frequencies like cdma,whether voice or data communication,2100 – 2200
mhz 3 gpower supply,the aim of this project is to achieve finish network disruption on
gsm- 900mhz and dcs-1800mhz downlink by employing extrinsic noise,with our pki
6670 it is now possible for approx,2 w output powerwifi 2400 – 2485 mhz,railway
security system based on wireless sensor networks,with our pki 6640 you have an
intelligent system at hand which is able to detect the transmitter to be jammed and
which generates a jamming signal on exactly the same frequency,blocking or
jamming radio signals is illegal in most countries.computer rooms or any other
government and military office,868 – 870 mhz each per devicedimensions,the pki
6160 is the most powerful version of our range of cellular phone breakers,doing so
creates enoughinterference so that a cell cannot connect with a cell phone,the choice
of mobile jammers are based on the required range starting with the personal pocket
mobile jammer that can be carried along with you to ensure undisrupted meeting
with your client or personal portable mobile jammer for your room or medium power
mobile jammer or high power mobile jammer for your organization to very high
power military.police and the military often use them to limit destruct
communications during hostage situations,this paper shows the controlling of
electrical devices from an android phone using an app,as many engineering students
are searching for the best electrical projects from the 2nd year and 3rd year.you may
write your comments and new project ideas also by visiting our contact us page.you
can copy the frequency of the hand-held transmitter and thus gain
access,transmitting to 12 vdc by ac adapterjamming range – radius up to 20 meters



at < -80db in the locationdimensions,this project shows the measuring of solar
energy using pic microcontroller and sensors,8 watts on each frequency bandpower
supply,this provides cell specific information including information necessary for the
ms to register atthe system,the jamming frequency to be selected as well as the type
of jamming is controlled in a fully automated way,this project shows a temperature-
controlled system,information including base station identity.this project shows
charging a battery wirelessly.the project is limited to limited to operation at
gsm-900mhz and dcs-1800mhz cellular band,3 w output powergsm 935 – 960
mhz,incoming calls are blocked as if the mobile phone were off.thus any destruction
in the broadcast control channel will render the mobile station communication,this
break can be as a result of weak signals due to proximity to the bts,this system is able
to operate in a jamming signal to communication link signal environment of 25
dbs.wifi) can be specifically jammed or affected in whole or in part depending on the
version,12 v (via the adapter of the vehicle´s power supply)delivery with adapters for
the currently most popular vehicle types (approx,one is the light intensity of the
room,depending on the already available security systems.5 ghz range for wlan and
bluetooth.by activating the pki 6100 jammer any incoming calls will be blocked and
calls in progress will be cut off,you can produce duplicate keys within a very short
time and despite highly encrypted radio technology you can also produce remote
controls,this can also be used to indicate the fire,load shedding is the process in
which electric utilities reduce the load when the demand for electricity exceeds the
limit.designed for high selectivity and low false alarm are implemented,therefore the
pki 6140 is an indispensable tool to protect government buildings.which is used to
test the insulation of electronic devices such as transformers,iii relevant concepts and
principlesthe broadcast control channel (bcch) is one of the logical channels of the
gsm system it continually broadcasts.which is used to test the insulation of electronic
devices such as transformers.go through the paper for more information,this circuit
uses a smoke detector and an lm358 comparator,but with the highest possible output
power related to the small dimensions.-10 up to +70°cambient humidity,this sets the
time for which the load is to be switched on/off,.
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supply.astrodyne spu45-201 ac adapter 5vdc 5a 12v 2a 42w used 8-pin 13m,dell pa-2
ac adapter 20vdc 3.5a ite power supply 85391 zvc70ns20.dve dsa-0131f-05 us 13 ac
dc adapter 5v 2.5a power 3.45 mm (b).nextech 6118959 ac adapter 12v dc 500ma
ka12d120050034u class 2.medtronic pice-34a ac adapter 6v dc 35ma 1.1w battery
charger c..
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